LED Light Box, LED Mini-Lite Box, and Related Materials

APH’s light boxes are unique devices, recommended for all ages, which help students utilize their residual vision.

When used with special sets of materials designed by APH, light boxes help develop awareness of light, color, and objects, and also assist in the instruction of tracking, scanning, eye-hand coordination, visual discrimination, and visual perceptual skills.

LED Light Box

The new and enhanced Light Box now features an LED U-tube, which is known to provide better light for longer periods of time. Similar in looks to the Light Box customers have grown to know and love, the new LED Light Box also features a yellow body with a lighted, translucent white work surface, providing a high contrast background for opaque materials, and a source of illumination for colored transparent and translucent items. Includes dimming control, and can be used flat or tilt at three angles. Built-in ledges hold overlays in position.

*Adapter accepts power from 110VAC to 220VAC.

LED Mini-Lite Box

Smaller, lighter, and less expensive than its larger counterpart, the LED Mini-Lite Box is an all-inclusive, person-centered learning tool for students of any age who are visually impaired. Students with CVI and other disabilities can benefit from the Light Box Materials kits and commercially available mounts that can be attached to the LED Mini-Lite Box. Individual items from each level of Light Box Materials can be used with it. An optional carrying case is available. Also available separately are Mini-Lite Box Transparent Overlays which may be used to promote light awareness, improve contrast and visibility, and introduce color matching.

Dycem

The Dycem® is a translucent mat that adheres to the LED Light Box or LED Mini-Lite Box lens, enabling light box materials to stick to the surface of the Dycem when viewing either light box at an angle.

continued...
**Ledge Set**

The [LED Light Box Ledge](#) and [LED Mini-Lite Box Ledge](#) slides into place and helps support bulkier light box materials (Swirly Mats, Bright Shapes Knob Puzzles, etc.) when a learner uses/views either light box at an angle.

**Light Box Materials and Activity Guides**

Each set of Light Box Materials are accompanied with Activity Guides, which include sections on CVI, references to products, and increased accessibility. They are available in English and Spanish, and are produced in large print and include a CD-ROM for speech access. Activity Guides for all three levels may include a number of Activity Sheets. These are not provided as printed pages, but can be accessed from the CD and printed. **Note: Most Light Box Materials in all three levels can be used with the LED Mini-Lite Box.**

- **LED Light Box** 1-08655-00
  - [Dycem](#) 1-08694-00
  - [Ledge Set](#) 1-08693-00
- **LED Mini-Lite Box** 1-08654-01
  - [Dycem](#) 1-08658-00
  - [Ledge Set](#) 1-08657-00
- **Spinner and Spinner Patterns** 1-08664-00
- **Plexiglas Blocks** 1-08663-00
- **Pegs and Pegboard** 1-08665-00
- **Familiar Object Pictures** 1-08666-00
- **Colored Shape Cards** 1-08667-00
- **Mini-Lite Box Overlays** 1-08662-00

Please visit [aph.org](http://aph.org) to order, to learn more about this product, or to find related products.
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